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Political
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PROTOCOL

ted States towards all pea.., 1. The fundamental policy of the Uni
plea is self.determination.

2. The United States will encourage
the part of all peoples of the territories
Union.

the anti-Stalin etrUggIe on
now controlled by the Soviet

3, The United States will not coerce any national group to change
their political views nor interfere with their freedom to propagate'
their own concepts.

Operational 

1. Training for current operations shall continue separately
from other activities. Personnel for current operations will include
those men already in the Kaufbeuren training area, any Landsberg train.
Ems willing to return to the homeland and approximately six to eight new
recruits to be spotted in or outside of Germany by members of the ZP UHVE.
In addition to partisan warfare, the recruits for current operations
shall be thoroughly trained in every aspect of current Soviet life and
clandestine underground tactics so that they will be able to maneuver
and operate on their awn should that prove necessary. The main purpose
for this training will be to provide support and reinforcements for the
underground movement in the homeland. One retponsible member of the
4P MR (UHVB) will be assigned to the training area to assist in the
successful completion of the program,

2. A Ukrainian Guard Oompaey composed of two hundred men will be
,-formed and given general military training to prepare them as wartime
reserve unite. The ZP UWE (UHVR) ney place qualified officers and man
to the extent of its ability to recruit them. Should the ZP MR not
be able to recruit the entire guard complement, the remainder will be
recruited from among other Ukrainian groups and from the memberships of
the various Ukrainian emigre parties. Emphasis will be placed on para.
military training, and the cadres will be made available to the ZP UHVii
(UEVR) for the spotting of qualified men for current operations. If
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this first attempt at establishing a Ukrainian guard company proves
successful and desirable, it is conceivable that other Ukrainian
guard companies will be established later.

3. Those trainees at Landsberg who have qualified for politital
action training will be sent to the United States as soon as their
clearances have been received.

4 Those trainees at Landsberg who are not qualified either for
PA Or current operations, and who do not lei& to become members of the
.guardvompany4 will be released from Landsberg and returned to civilian
life immediately.

5. The primarYconsmum_nfAmerittanoZP UUTR (UM) collaboration
is the continued esistencs at _ the Ukrainian  underground movement. 1/04.■
ever,. the gathering of inte=i44147-1705TWOTWW7-the Ukrainian under.
ground and its transmittal to us by any feasible meant is regarded as a
most desirable aspect of United §tateS4P UHVII (UM) cooperation.


